THE FINEST EUROPEAN WOOD FLOORS

Quick•Step® is the inventor of Uniclic,
the strongest, most versatile and easy to
use joining system in the world. Uniclic is
suitable for both the home handy man as
well as professional installer.
Unlike other wood floors, there is no post
installation work for your Quick•Step®
flooring. That is because 7 protective
layers of lacquer finishing are applied in
the factory. This means there is no sanding
of the floor, no mess with dust, and no
varnishing, oiling or painting at all.

If you want warmth and grace in your home, nothing surpasses the glory of a wood floor. You’ll never tire of its exceptional
beauty, and it will give you a lifetime of pleasure. Moreover, a beautiful wood floor is the ideal basis for every style and
every interior.
As a dedicated flooring company, Quick•Step® is delighted to bring you our line of innovatively engineered wood flooring:

182 cm

= 14 mm
1 box = 6 planks = +/- 2,748m²

All our Quick•Step® wood floors are CE labeled.
This signifies that our products have met EU consumer,
safety, health and environmental standards. Indeed all
our floors are tested in recognised laboratories and we
meet all the minimum requirements.

HEVEA CORE
Originally planted for its latex production, Hevea - the
core of most of our wood flooring - comes from a tree
these trees no longer yield sufficient latex and are
logged. In the past, farmers used to burn these trees
but now Quick•Step® recycles and uses the wood to
produce quality Quick•Step® wood flooring.

7 layers of lacquer
3mm solid wood layer
recycled hevea core
ecological certified veneer

Quick•Step® Palazzo is a highly
scratch- and wear-resistant wood floor
compared to other wood floors.
7 protective layers of lacquer finishing help
create a dirt-repellent, easy to clean
wood floor with enlarged resistance to
water and household chemicals.

The Quick•Step® Palazzo collection is wood
in all its glory. Beautifully proportioned ,
these long and wide planks will add warmth
and character to any room.
You can sense the hand of a master-craftsman
in every plank of the Palazzo range. All
designs have a subtle V-joint on the longest
side of each plank, which adds depth and
perspective to any room.

With a lifetime warranty* you’ll
never have to worry about your
Quick•Step® wood flooring.

With Quick•Step®, you are bringing
an ecological product into your
home.

*Conditional warranty

PEFC/07-31-37

3 different layers of real wood and
a protective finish guarantees a
stable and durable result.

Before it leaves the factory, a
protective finish has been applied
to your wood floor. It’s ready to be
installed and used, straight out of
the box.
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DROPDOWN

Click your wood planks together
with the Uniclic® Multifit system,
in contrast to most other click
profiles, your floor can be installed
anywhere, quickly and easily.
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ANGLING
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HORIZONTAL INSERTION

